The Physical World of Roeper through the Years
by Marcia Ruff
The environment we
live in shapes more
than the pattern of our
steps. As George Roeper
once noted, “We know
that a young student’s
environment has a
powerful impact upon
him, upon his ability to
maneuver, and upon the
breadth of his notion
of identity.” George
and Annemarie came
of age at Marienau, the
German boarding school
established by Annemarie’s parents, and the physical
environment there made a tremendous impact on
them. The birch trees and heather fields surrounding
the school, the comforting and traditional German
architecture, the river flowing though the campus —
these soothed their souls and nurtured their community.

academic purposes, and
the beautiful countryside
was always available for
rambling and talking. For
George and the Bondys,
this idyllic community
came to an end with the
rise of the Nazi Party, but
the ideas and feelings it
engendered lived forever
in their hearts.
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After leaving Europe in 1939, George and Annemarie
had a peripatetic first two years in America, as they
began to find their way in a new country. In 1939
– 1940, George and Annemarie taught for a year
in a private school in New Jersey, while the Bondys
launched a school in Windsor, Vermont. The Bondys’
school attracted more students, and they moved to a
larger house and property in Manchester, Vermont, for
the 1940–41 school year. George and Annemarie
came home to help them. At the end of that year,
Editha Sterba, a Viennese psychoanalyst who had fled
Europe and settled in Detroit and was a friend of the
Bondys, invited the young couple to come to Detroit
and direct the nursery school Editha had established.
That first year, George and Annemarie lived and taught
in a two-story house in Highland Park a block south of
the magnificent MacGregor Public Library. Annemarie
directed the Editha Sterba Nursery, and George started
the Roeper Grade School. That first house, located
at 12024 Woodward Avenue, has been torn down
and replaced with
a cinder-block
commercial building
that is currently
abandoned.

This school, nestled in the countryside outside
Hamburg, Germany, was the archetypal environment
for George and Annemarie, the one they carried in
their heads all their lives. Established in 1929 on
a 300-acre farm by Annemarie’s parents, Max and
Gertrud Bondy, Marienau exuded the comforting
traditions of German country life. The center of the
school was the Main Building, the original farmhouse.
The Bondy family lived there, and students wandered
through their apartment like it was their own home. A
friendly accumulation of outbuildings acquired their

In 1942, with more
students than could
fit in the Highland
Park house, the
Roepers moved to
a three-story redbrick house at 668
Pallister Avenue in
the New Center
area of Detroit.
They lived in the

All through their careers as educators, George and
Annemarie approached each new move and building
with a deliberate examination of the way in which
the new space would support and advance their
philosophy of education. Frequently collaborative
and always aspirational, George and Annemarie
often dreamed bigger than their budgets allowed. But
even when the resulting buildings were smaller or less
complex than they had hoped, you can always see the
qualities they were seeking: spaces that nurtured the
growth of a whole person, with room to gather and
room to retreat, open enough to accept imaginative
adaptations but equally full of materials to stimulate
the mind and creative soul, access to nature, and an
atmosphere of emotional safety.

house until 1944, when the growing student enrollment
and their own growing family (their first child, Tom, had
been born in 1943) motivated them to buy a house
on near-by LaSalle Blvd. In the fall of 1945, George
rented an unused wing of a Hebrew school in the
neighborhood to house the growing grade school, but
he still had a 50-student waiting list and began looking
for a larger space.
Until this point, George and Annemarie had been
scrambling to launch their school and family. This next
move would be their first opportunity to choose their
own environment rather than make do with what was
handed to them. They chose to look for a space in
the country, to provide their students with the access
to nature that they had loved so much at Marienau
while still remaining close to the intellectual excitement
of a big city. A mansion called Coventry Crest, built
in 1929 by ice-cream magnate Alfred Stephens, on
Woodward Avenue in Bloomfield Hills came available,
and George set about trying to buy it.

The house, now Hill House, came with a four-acre
parcel — essentially the hill and the land behind it
down to the creek — and cost $35,000. Selling the
LaSalle House would generate $15,000, but they still
needed $20,000. They couldn’t obtain a residential
mortgage, since there would be a school on the
property, and they couldn’t get a commercial loan
for the school. George cleverly launched what was
essentially a Kickstarter campaign — asking friends and
school parents to lend money for the purchase. There
was a flurry of letters from George in February and
March describing the project and negotiating individual
loans — all in the warm, friendly tone he brought
to everything. The scale of the effort was especially
impressive when you realize he was still teaching and
running the school day-to-day, and Annemarie was
pregnant with their second child, Peter, who was due
in April. George raised the needed money, and they
closed on the house on April 26, 1946. Peter’s birth
took place on time, and Annemarie signed the papers
while in the hospital.

George’s success was even more impressive when you
realize that many of the parents were not supportive
of this moving-to-the-country idea. George planned to
provide transportation so that he wouldn’t lose students,
but it is a testament to his charisma that his skeptical
city-dwelling families followed him out to Bloomfield
Hills. It’s clear from George’s letters that this was
the space he wanted — a soulful house that recalled
Marienau, with beautiful grounds and open space for
children to roam and run. This was a property that
suited the vision he and Annemarie had for their school.
They renamed the school City and Country School of
Bloomfield Hills and opened in the fall of 1946 with
90 students from Nursery to Grade 6. (The other eight
acres of the property were purchased in 1951.)

1946 – 1960 EXPANDING THE
BLOOMFIELD HILLS CAMPUS
The school grew steadily over the next 15 years, and
construction was a regular part of life. Right away the
three-bay garage (now Kendra’s Stage I classroom)
was converted into a classroom. The third floor was
converted into an apartment for Annemarie’s brother
Heinz Bondy and his wife, who taught at the school in
1948. The Roepers lived in the school (in the secondfloor space that currently houses the Business Office
and Copy Room) until 1950. The birth of their third
child, Karen, in 1949 led them to move to a house
in Franklin. And the second-floor suite of rooms now
occupied by the Development Office was a caretakers’
apartment, first for Sam and Lois Diamond, and then
starting in 1959 for Jimmy and Vi Morris.
The first major
expansion
was to replace
an elegant
flagstone patio
at the back of
the house with a
Dining Room in
1953. Before
then, assemblies
and lunch were
held in the front
lobby, with
students sitting
on the stairs
and hanging over the wrought-iron railing. Probably
not coincidentally, morning assemblies at Marienau
had been held in the front foyer and staircase of the
Main Building. Rooms and bathrooms throughout the
house were shifted frequently, trying to eke out yet
another classroom. It wasn’t an easy job. The good

news about Hill House is that it
had been built to be fireproof
with steel structure throughout.
The bad news is that the steel
structure makes renovations —
and even picture-hanging — a
challenge. Perhaps this is why
the Roepers were so attracted
to flexible spaces throughout
their lives.
The grounds also saw
changes. When the Roepers purchased the property,
there was man-made pond in the hollow at the bottom
of the hill that connected to a cascading water feature
that we now call Bigfoot or Cleopatra’s Bathtub for
Stone Circles and campfires. The pond was filled in in
1951 after a tragedy when a student drowned. The
valley remained though, and in
the winters it was flooded for ice
skating and through 2001 used
for graduations. The valley has
been leveled considerably by
the regrading for the Steward
Building.
Access to the outdoors is an
integral part of the Roepers’
educational philosophy. “Living
with nature and beauty is
a constant reminder of the
rhythm of life and global
interdependence and our place
within it. The landscape around
the school becomes an integral
part of the program for the whole
community,” said Annemarie
in her book, Educating Children for Life. Students
had “Out Time” in all but the most inclement weather.
David Shapero ’71 remembers how happy they were
during the Domes construction because they could
“borrow” building materials and make little shelters for
themselves on cold days.
Roaming the campus was
a chance for students to
refresh themselves and
be responsible for getting
back on time when they
heard George ring the
bell. Playing at the creek
was a beloved pastime.
Treehouses provided
another retreat. In 1959
a pool was built for camp
use, in front of what is
now the Middle Building.

Previously campers had
gone to Pine Lake for
swimming, but some lake
residents objected to the
African-Americans and
Jews among the campers.
Building a pool on the
campus reduced those
tensions and also saved
everyone long bus rides.

1960 — 1972 EXPANDING
BEYOND THE WALLS OF HILL HOUSE
Perhaps the most surprising number in the school’s
history is 205 — the number of students in 1959 when
the school consisted solely of
Hill House, or “the school,” as
it was called in those days of
one building. By comparison,
today we have 293 students
on the Lower School campus in
six buildings and the Domes. It
boggles the mind to imagine that
many students in the building,
along with administrative offices,
the caretakers’ apartment, and a
full kitchen (now the Conference
Room).
Construction began in 1960 on
what we now call the Middle
Building, but was then called
the New Classroom Building
since it wasn’t yet in the middle
of anything. The first four classrooms on the top floor
opened soon after the start of school in 1960 (a delay
that led to a few days of field trips and classes camping
out in other spaces). It had the modernist aesthetic
that George and Annemarie favored, with lines that
blended into the hillside
and large windows that
emphasized the natural
surroundings. The interior
layout was innovative for
the time, and the building
received a citation from
the National Education
Association for the
flexibility of the space with
its movable walls and the
small, glass-enclosed side
spaces for independent
and small-group work.
In addition, the NEA

liked the “pleasing space relations by grouping
hexagonal classrooms around a central court.” The
school was invited to display a model of the building
at the National Convention of School Principals in
Philadelphia that year.
The second phase of the
building, including the two
eastern classrooms and
the lower level, opened in
the middle of the following
school year. The lower
level was an exceptionally
well-equipped science
laboratory funded through
the Defense Education Act.
The school went through
8th grade by then and
had been a school for the
gifted since 1956, and
George wanted a science
laboratory that met high school standards. “It should
be one of the finest science labs for elementary school
students in the country,” he noted in Head’s Report.
In 1961 George began adding an additional section
of each grade each year. This created an unrelenting
demand for a new classroom every year, which led to
the Great Overcrowding of 1964. By the fall of 1964,
it was time to add a second 4th grade class. At the
same time, George was eager to start a high school,
so he added the first 9th grade class. He had started
working the year before on finding space, but ran
into obstacles. They were planning to build the Quad
Building but hadn’t raised the funds yet. He looked
into off-site space to rent but couldn’t find anything he
could afford. He found some used portable trailers but
the Fire Marshall wouldn’t approve them. He decided
to bite the bullet and borrow money to start the Quad
Building, but then the bids came in 100% higher than
expected because a booming economy in Detroit had
caused a construction surge.
George had to shoehorn
students into whatever nook
and cranny he could find in
Hill House while they revised
the Quad Building plans to
make them more affordable.
The new 9th grade went into
the library (now the Head’s
office), and other students
could use it when the 9th
graders were at Specials.
One of the 3rd grade classes
went into the Music Room on
the third floor (in what is now

the Archives), and the Music teacher taught wherever
she could find space. Perhaps the worst was the plight
of the 8th graders who went into a cold, dark space
now used for storage at the back of the second floor of
Hill House. An exterior staircase was built to access
the space, which was
otherwise only accessible
through Jimmy and Vi’s
apartment.
The Quad Building was
finally completed in the
spring of 1965, creating
some breathing room
for students. Like the
Middle Building, the
Quad provided flexible
space with easy flow
between rooms to support
Annemarie’s growing
interest in the Open
Classroom approach, which was oriented around
tables and centers instead of desks.
In 1965, the Roepers made a leap in their process
of conceptualizing buildings. In the early 1960s,
there was a great deal of interest in early childhood
education and the impact it could have on a child’s
development. Annemarie had been president of the
Detroit Metropolitan Preschool Association, served
on the Michigan State Committee on Early Childhood
Education, and was engaged with the federal efforts
through HEW to expand early childhood education.
She was actively reshaping her program at Roeper
to provide high-quality academic learning without
compromising the child’s ability to explore and
experience the magic of childhood in an emotionally
safe place.
The steel frame of Hill House made it difficult to
reconfigure the space, so they decided to build another
building for the Nursery/Kindergarten program. In
December 1965 Annemarie
and George convened a
conference of architects,
educators, psychologists,
and city, state and federal
early education regulators
to brainstorm the kind of
space that would best house
Annemarie’s program.
She wanted a large room
so that children could have
large-group experiences, with
a teacher they could bond
with and experience their

first emotional bridge from mother to another adult.
She wanted small rooms attached for individualized
learning, emotional support, or privacy for a child’s
daydreaming. She wanted separate rooms for science,
art, dance, reading, language and other special
subjects so you could have specialized teachers and
higher-quality materials than you could afford if you
were equipping each homeroom. She wanted the
children to be able to drift from indoors to outdoors. As
always, Annemarie wanted the space to be emotionally
engaging: “Maybe one should think in terms of a
building that fits children as comfortably as their own
skin. Children experience with every part of their
being. Therefore, all the senses should be considered
in a design for young children.”
In addition, they wanted a plan that could be built
cheaply and quickly because they intended to make the
program and plan available for anyone to replicate.
The Economic Opportunity Act had passed in 1964,
enabling the programs of the War of Poverty, and
one of the first programs was Head Start, which ran
a pilot session in the summer of 1965. George and
Annemarie’s hope was that their plan would allow the
new preschools that would be built through Head Start
to have high-quality programs right out of the box.
Key to achieving this vision, as well as many others
over the years, was an important figure in the school’s
history — Charles Blessing, the legendary Director
of City Planning for Detroit from 1953–77 and a
member of the school’s Advisory Board starting in
1963. Charles, whose son Curtis graduated in the
inaugural Class of 1969, was a highly valued friend
and advisor for George and Annemarie. With degrees
in architecture and urban planning from M.I.T, Charles
was a sophisticated man with a vast reputation and
network who made many connections for them in
education circles in Washington, D.C., and Lansing.
As Annemarie said in her memorial remarks when
Charles passed away in 1992, “Charles was a realist
who knew how to grow dreams, and he knew and
understood our dreams.” Charles helped in practical

ways, too, by attracting important architects from across
the country to the Domes conference, for example, and
by securing gifts-in-kind from local companies without
which the Domes wouldn’t have been completed.
The ideas expressed
at the conference
were incorporated
into the design for
the Domes complex
by architect Glen
Paulsen, who was
President of the
Cranbrook College
of Art. Dow
Chemical’s new
Spiral Generation
system of Styrofoam
construction
was chosen
because it was expected to be fast and inexpensive.
Unfortunately, the construction method ended up being
more balky than hoped. After breaking ground in
1967, the Domes weren’t ready for use until September
1969. By then, Dow’s connection to napalm used in
Vietnam was publicly known, and the students at the
school objected loudly. After a year of discussion, the
Domes were dedicated to Martin Luther King, Jr., in
May 1970 as a part of the healing process.
A side
project to
the Domes
was the
original
Trojan
Horse. The
PTFA was
upgrading
playground
equipment
around the
campus,
and a
Wayne State
sculpture
teacher
proposed
that some
large-scale
works by his students might be of interest. A committee
selected the wooden Trojan Horse by Dick Cruger. The
PTFA underwrote the costs, and Dick built and installed
the horse in the summer of 1969 next to the newly
completed Domes. It eventually deteriorated and the
trunk is now preserved in the woods on the other side
of the Domes. A campaign to replace it was launched

in 2005 by alumnus Phil Harrity ’90 and embraced
by the entire Lower School community. Dick Cruger
designed the new Trojan Horse and it was dedicated
on Founders Day in June 2006 on the back side of the
Steward Building. Sadly, Phil died of pancreatic cancer
before it was finished, but he knew it was going to be
accomplished before he passed away.
Meanwhile, back in the 1960s, the more-complicatedthan-expected Domes project was consuming attention
but the student body kept growing. By doubling
each grade and adding a high school, the number of
students grew over the 1960s from 205 to 553. This
was a period when the intense need for space overtook
most aesthetic and conceptual goals. In 1966, two
“temporary” buildings they called the Court Buildings
were installed in the back of the campus for grades
5 and 6, and a third was installed in 1969 on the
other side of the access road. The first two buildings
remained in use for 36 years and were removed in
2003 once the Steward Building was finished. The
third Court Building was removed in 2007, after the
completion of the Community Center Building. So much
for temporary!

everyone was
sharply aware
of the need for
playing fields
and a gym,
and a better
performance
space than the
Big Dome. In
November
1978, George
and Annemarie
organized
another
conference
to brainstorm
ideas for an
optimal space
for athletic
and creative
endeavors. Although many ideas were generated,
nothing concrete emerged from the discussion. George
retired at the end of that school year, Annemarie retired
the following year, and attention turned to managing
that transition.

1981 TWO CAMPUSES

The last project of this era was the Duplex, which
opened in 1972 with two science classrooms. Thinking
about space didn’t come to a halt, though. At this
point, the Bloomfield Hills campus held the entire
school, from Nursery through Grade 12. The Upper
School was growing, but the facilities were certainly
eccentric for a high school. Classes were largely held
in Hill House, or Main Building as it was called then.
The students loved the romance of the building, but

Concerned that the lack of facilities was holding down
enrollment in the Upper School, the school purchased
the Adams School building in Birmingham in 1981.
The building had been built in 1921 as an elementary
and middle school holding an astonishing 750 students.
It had been shuttered since 1978. Roeper moved
there in September 1981, establishing a new division
structure. Previously the Upper School had consisted
of grades 7 – 12, and 6th grade had been part of the
Intermediate School. With the move to Birmingham, the
school made a Middle School out of grades 6 – 8, and
Upper School contained grades 9 – 12.
Having two campuses was a big adjustment for a
school that valued a community that shared space
across a wide range of ages. Interestingly, though,
George had started pursuing a separate high school
campus in 1962, six years after the shift to gifted child
education. He envisioned establishing
a premiere high school for the gifted
to serve as a national model. He
interviewed people for several years,
looking for the right combination of
educational vision and fundraising
ability. He found a promising candidate
in 1964, but negotiations failed at
the last minute, and the plan dropped

Changes on the Bloomfield Hills campus focused on
replacing the Court Buildings, which were well past
their prime. The John and Phyllis Steward Building
opened in 2003 to house Stage III and Art, World
Language, Computer and Dance. The design leaned
on Roeper priorities, providing large, flexible spaces
amenable to individualized uses, and plentiful windows
to orient to nature. The ceilings were left open in many
areas to reveal the pipes and wires and let young
imaginations see behind the scenes. The Bretzlaff
Commons at the front of the building provided a
much-needed gathering space for the community. An
Olympic-sized pool was built behind the Domes at the
same time, making it possible to remove the original
pool that was now cramping the back of the campus.
from conversation after that. At that point, he and
Annemarie became involved with the drawn-out Domes
project and, in 1966, the school committed to a high
school on the existing campus.
For many years, the built environment remained stable
on both campuses. In the 1990s, there was extensive
exploration for a way to bring the two schools back
together on one campus. After investigating several
options, the Board decided to commit to the current
campuses. The Bloomfield Hills campus was clearly
an emotional touchstone for the community, and the
Birmingham campus, with its access to the town and
greater freedom, suited the developmental needs
of its older students. In addition, remaining on the
Woodward Corridor kept the school centrally located.
A capital campaign with multiple phases was launched
to burnish those two campuses. In the first phase,
which was completed in 2001, the Birmingham campus
was reconfigured into a collegial, department-oriented
arrangement. Art, Music, Math, English, and Science
classrooms were moved into shared areas, with much
improved facilities, especially for Science and Art. The
theater was updated into a modern, flexible black-box
space with new digital lighting and sound designed
and contributed by alumni parents Ron and Shelly
Harwood. A major structural renovation removed a
load-bearing pillar that was in the middle of the stage.

John and Phyllis Steward
were among the school’s most
generous supporters in both time
and treasure. From the 1960s
through the 1980s, John worked
tirelessly on behalf of the school.
He served on the Board for six
years, including a year as its
Chair, and was a co-Chair of
the 1977 $1,000,000 campaign. Phyllis performed
substantial volunteer work for the school, particularly
in financial aid. Close friends to the Roepers, the
Stewards promoted the school in the many social and
civic arenas in which they were active. As a result of
this work, the school was able to realize a diversity of
membership on the Board that reflected the school’s
philosophy and led the way for other institutions to
follow. Their four sons graduated from Roeper —
Clinch ’75, Chris ’77, Michael ’80 and Jeremy ’85 —
and a gift from Phyllis’s estate enabled construction of
the building that bears their names.

With the opening of the Community Center Building in
the spring of 2007, a lack that had been felt since the
1970s was filled at last — a competition-quality gym
that provided a home court for Roeper basketball and
volleyball, and training facilities for most sports. The
spacious new Band Room saved students from lugging
instruments up the hill to the Dining Room, while the
airy Choir Room provided space for instruments,
large group practices and props and costumes for the

perennial Gilbert & Sullivan productions. With the
completion of the CCB, the last of the Court Buildings
could be demolished.
In the spring of 2012, The Children’s Library,
part of the original plan for the Steward Building,
was completed. Attention turned to the next
project (separate from expensive but less-satisfying
maintenance projects like tuck-pointing) and a survey of
the community led to a Board decision to finally fill in
the courtyard of the Birmingham building. This would
bring a new Commons, creating a gathering space that
had been missing since the original Commons in the
basement of the building became a full-time theatre.
The ribbon-cutting for the new Dennis Naas Learning
Commons took place on Founders Day 2017.
George’s suggestions for the ideal high school he
was imagining in the 1960s are remarkably close to
the possibilities inherent in the new Commons. “In
the school,” he wrote,”we wish to mirror society by
a recreation of the vibrant web of human relations
that both entangle and facilitate human enterprises.
Let us take an individual student and construct, in
concentric circles, his spatial environment. Five kinds
of relationships need provision: teacher-student,
student-staff, student-student, student alone, and studentworld. Thus he needs places that a) permit dialogue,
allow loud talk, provide access for everyone to the
blackboard — a place that invites inspiration; b) a
place one can study oneself, gaze in solitude upon
a garden — seek to “know thyself” as the ancients
said; c) a place where inspiration can turn to action —
telephones, newspapers, typewriter, Xerox machine.
Thus action means following an insight where it goes,
organizing oneself and organizing others, extending
what happens in school beyond school. The modern
high school student needs room to form a community
that governs itself outside of established authority.”

Translate George’s concepts into their digital
equivalents, and the new Commons and the rest of the
existing school provide many of those goals.
Through the years, the school has grown and changed
in both predictable and surprising ways. But there has
been a consistency of vision that the philosophy has
imposed past the lifetimes of those who created the
philosophy. George and Annemarie Roeper crafted a
truly remarkable approach to education that endures
because it reflects basic human truths. As usual, they
put it best themselves, as George does here at the
conclusion of his thoughts on a new high school.
“In conclusion, this philosophy, though based on firm
intuitions gained from experience, must constantly be
refined. Our aim is not ‘pragmatic’; we do not seek
to ‘make it work,’ nor do we seek smooth efficacy,
and thus, in a sense, we may not always have the
satisfaction of ‘clear-cut’ results,“ he wrote in 1969.
“Our goals must be as subtle as human beings are. A
finely tuned instrument is fragile. Here children should
enrich their eccentricities, and, secure in them, work
with others in carefree cooperation on academic tasks
worth doing.”

The Heads of The Roeper School
Over the years, the physical environment of the school has evolved and changed. On a daily basis, teachers and
students tweak their environments to make them their own, leaving messages, signs, and works of art. Senior class
gifts like the peace poles on each campus and memorials such as the Mariann Hoag Garden in Birmingham add
layers of history and meaning to the landscape. Larger, more permanent changes come about more slowly, as the
needs become apparent and conversations are held to propose renovations or new buildings. Once a project
is chosen, then comes the hard work of planning, adjusting, fund-raising and building. Many members of the
community come together in this process — as planners, solicitors and donors — but it falls to the Head of School
to nurture the vision and shepherd the process. We acknowledge here the Heads of School through the years who
took The Roeper School from a small house in Highland Park to two campuses rich with meaning, innovation, and
personalized learning — a school that still feels like coming home.

